Visual Cryptography with RSA Algorithm for Color Image
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Abstract

RSA algorithm founded by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman is an algorithm that based on the use of factorization of a significant number to its factor, and the element must be the prime number. Factorization used to find the private key. In this paper, the RSA algorithm will be used in a visual cryptographic to encrypt and decrypt a color image. The test will conduct with five different photos. Assessment performed using Structural similarity (SSIM) to compare the matrix value of the initial image with the decrypted image. SSIM generates a value of 1 on all pictures. The proves that the Matrix Value in the initial and after decoded images has the same amount. The image decryption will worsen; can be seen from the smaller SSIM value.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the process of sharing information and data transfer between users has increased greatly[1]–[3]. Therefore threats from third parties who want to access confidential information are of concern to experts[4]–[8]. With the advancement of communication networks, information is transmitted easily over the Internet and many confidential data (images, texts etc) are transmitted. Issues that need to be considered are security, because of the opportunity to steal confidential information by hackers because of weak security in the public network. To handle security issues need to be developed algorithm that can secure data sent over the internet[9]–[12]. With the help of Visual Cryptography, visual information systems can be secure through the internet. The method used combines the benefits of Visual Cryptography and Public key cryptography. Combining these two methods will enhance security in maintaining data confidentiality[13]–[15]. Embedded extended Visual Cryptography also develop to image and have a good result[16]–[18]. The improvement of flip (2,2) image in visual cryptography had been done in this paper. The decryption image have a good image like the original image before encryption[19], [20][21]. Visual Cryptography (VC) is an encryption technique; this technique is used to encrypt secret image[17]. Visual Cryptography is divided into two stages of encryption and decryption. Encryption is to convert a secret image into a cipher image being encrypted representing the return stage of cipher image into a secret image. To be able to work, cryptographic visuals require algorithms for encryption and decryption processes. There are many algorithm in cryptography i.e.: AES[22], ElGamal[12], [23] algorithm use in visual cryptography. In this paper is used the RSA algorithm[22], [24], [25]. The RSA algorithm was invented by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman in 1977. RSA algorithms use large-scale factoring into its factors and the factor must be a prime number. Factoring is done to get a secret key. As long as there is no algorithm to find the prime factor of large numbers with easy and fast way then RSA security is guaranteed.

2. Method

The workings of the visual cryptographic with the RSA algorithm contain the key search process, the encryption process and the decryption process[26]–[28]. The first process is the generation of keys with the prime number p and q. With the value of p and q is sought n value with the formula n = p.q, then select the value e = 5 and find the value d according to the formula obtained value d = 53. The next process is a secret color image and parsed into RGB components of the original image named Component image red, Component image green and Component image blue[29]. The pixel value of the three images is the input of the encryption formula formed from the preconceived public key.
In the first encryption process encryption using RSA method with modification method to calculate each cipher image Red, Green, and Blue.[30]

cipherimage = component image mod n

(1)

In the visual cryptography process is sought to share image red A, share image red B, share image green A, share image green B, share image blue A, share image blue B. Combine the share image red A, share image green A, and share image blue A to have image decrypt red, image decrypt green, and image decrypt blue. The last process is combine share A Red with Share B Red to have image decrypt Red, combine share A green with Share B green to have image decrypt green, and combine share A blue with Share B blue to have image decrypt blue. By combining image decrypt red, image decrypt green, and image decrypt blue, will generate an image decrypt. This process can be seen in Fig. 1.
3. Result and Discussion

In Fig. 2 we describe initial image bird. We need 1.191455 seconds to process the initial image until we have share image A and share image B. The decryption image can be seen in Fig. 3, that we accepted when share image A and share image B combined. This decryption process take 0.723392 seconds and SSIM value is 1. This value SSIM means that between initial image and decryption image is the same. The share image A in Fig. 4 and the share image B in Fig. 5. The decryption image if only one share image A use in process decryption can be seen in Fig. 6. The SSIM value is 0.0454 and decryption time is 0.71384 seconds. In Fig. 7 the decryption image if only one share image B use in process decryption. The SSIM value is 0.0767 and decryption time is 0.710301 seconds. The SSIM value approaching zero means the image does not resemble the original image.

![Fig. 2: The original image bird.](image)

![Fig. 3: The decryption image.](image)

![Fig. 4: The share image A.](image)

![Fig. 5: The share image B.](image)

![Fig. 6: The decryption image if only share image A is accepted.](image)

![Fig. 7: The decryption image if only share image B is accepted.](image)

In this experiment we use 5 images that are bird, scenery, sea, mountain, and leaf. We can count the SSIM from this image decryption. If SSIM value is one then the decryption image is same with the initial image, if SSIM value less than one then the decryption image not as same as the initial image. If the value of SSIM more close to zero, that means the decryption image is more different from the original image. Fig. 8 is the graphics of processing time of encryption and decryption with two share image and decryption with one share image. We can see that encryption process take a long time than decryption time. Fig.9 is the graphics of SSIM image decryption with two share image and SSIM decryption with only one share image A or share image B. This proves that the matrix value in the initial image with the decrypted image with two share image has the same value.

![Fig.8: The graphics of processing encryption time and decryption time.](image)

![Fig.9: The graphics of SSIM image decryption.](image)

4. Conclusion

Visual cryptographic experiments on color digital imagery with RSA algorithm are successfully implemented. The image quality of the decrypted image is the same as the image before it is encrypted (can be seen from the SSIM testing that is worth 1). If only received one share and decrypted looks very bad results (can be seen the value of SSIM close to 0).
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